‘Badgerbrook Books’ news
Welcome to the fifth ‘Badgerbrook books’ newsletter. Each term we will
keep you updated with reading activities at Badgerbrook.

Keep reading!
‘Not Now Bernard’ is celebrating 40 years
with a special edition out now. It is still a big
favourite! I have also enjoyed reading
Rain Boy by Dylan Glynn. It is a
new book that fits our ‘No
Outsiders’ ethos perfectly!

Summer Reading Challenge 2020
Due to the current situation, libraries have decided to take
this year’s reading challenge on-line. Badgerbrook will be
taking part as we do every year. Let’s see if we can win and
read the most!
Follow the link below:
https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/silly-squad-bc-landing

Phonics Key Stage One
Remember to continue to check out Ruth Miskin (Read Write Inc
phonics) on You Tube. There are lots of sounds and daily sessions to
use when you can or want to. If you go to Ruthmiskin.com there is a
section for school closure that directs you there.

Author of the month and book of the week at Badgerbrook
This month I wanted to let you know about some books we are
buying to support our children when they all return to school
after this pandemic. Letterbox books have selected 14 books to
support children and their well-being and mental health.
Andrew Moffat (No Outsiders project) has written us 14 lesson
plans to go with the books.

BAME (Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) books
Being a ‘No Outsiders’ school we already try to have
books that represent all our children in school. We are
excited to be able to buy more from new
recommendations.
These are just a few!

Extreme Reading!
It has been a few years since we had an extreme reading challenge at
Badgerbrook so it’s time for another!
The library is feeling pretty empty right now! Why not enjoy your own
book at home over the Summer and take a photo of you reading
somewhere different/exciting/interesting! Bring it in after the Summer
and we can see them all. Prizes will be awarded!

The Book of Hopes
Katherine Randell has put together a book of hopes. It is
a collection from 110 authors and is free to download. It
is words and pictures to comfort, entertain and inspire
children during lockdown.
https://literacytrust.org.uk/familyzone/9-12/book-hopes/

Keep reading and keep sending us some photos!
Mrs Price

